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ABSTRACT 
Internal thought refers to the process of directing attention away 
from a primary visual task to internal cognitive processing. It is 
pervasive and closely related to primary task performance. As 
such, automatic detection of internal thought has significant 
potential for user modeling in human-computer interaction and 
multimedia applications. Despite the close link between the eyes 
and the human mind, only few studies have investigated vergence 
behavior during internal thought and none has studied moment-to-
moment detection of internal thought from gaze. While prior 
studies relied on long-term data analysis and required a large 
number of gaze characteristics, we describe a novel method that is 
user-independent, computationally light-weight and only requires 
eye vergence information readily available from binocular eye 
trackers. We further propose a novel paradigm to obtain ground 
truth internal thought annotations by exploiting human blur 
perception. We evaluated our method during natural viewing of 
lecture videos and achieved a 12.1% improvement over the state 
of the art. These results demonstrate the effectiveness and 
robustness of vergence-based detection of internal thought and, as 
such, open new research directions for attention-aware interfaces. 
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1 Introduction 
While a large number of works have studied attention shifts 
between external stimuli, shifts from external stimuli to internal 
thought has only been studied rather recently [35]. The attention 
shift in this paper refers to the shift of attentional focus away from 
the visual task towards users’ internal thoughts. Specifically, we 
define the visual task as attending to the visual material and 
catching every conveyed message. In practice, users’ internal 
thoughts can be task-related, e.g. goal-directed thought, as well as 
task-unrelated, i.e. mind wandering [5][31][33]. Although internal 
thoughts can be positive to understand the visual material, it is 
also highly important for an intelligent system to immediately be 
aware of users’ attention shift, so as to allow them to review the 
important missing information or to build the users’ attentional 
profiles. Moreover, mind wandering, a common form of internal 
thoughts, was showed to be pervasive (over 50% of the time) 
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Figure 1. We propose a novel experimental paradigm for 
fine-grained internal thought annotation and a new method 
that performs moment-to-moment detection of internal 
thought from eye vergence behavior.  



  
 

 
 

during everyday activities [19] and it oftentimes decreases 
learning performance [25]. As such,  moment-to-moment detection 
of internal thought, i.e. fast detection with latency no more than a 
second, is an essential but currently missing technique towards 
understanding and improving user experiences, for example via 
attention (re)direction [7] and task rearrangement [8].  

Previous work has explored attention detection based on gaze 
patterns and pupil dilation. However, the vast majority of them 
focused on reading [2][11][14][21] for which gaze patterns are 
rather unique. In contrast, far fewer works have aimed to detect 
attention in other contexts, such as movie watching [23] or during 
interactions with a tutoring system [18], and no effort has been 
made to achieve moment-to-moment detection. 

We propose two major improvements over the state of the art. 
First, inspired by recent psychological studies that observed 
vergence changes (i.e. both eyes either rotating inwards or 
outwards) during internally directed cognition [1][41], we propose 
internal thought detection from eye vergence behavior. This is 
also supported by the phenomenon of “staring into space” [41] 
and the fact that people in a visually relaxed state may transit their 
visual focus to a resting state called tonic vergence [39]. Unlike 
methods that relied on long-term eye movement characteristics, 
such as the number of fixations [2][18] or erratic fixational 
patterns [27], vergence analysis allows for moment-to-moment 
detection from a one-second sliding window. It may therefore 
explain temporal and causal changes of human performance [25], 
search intents [29][30], and attention [34][43] in various activities. 
To our knowledge, this is the first work to leverage eye vergence 
behavior for moment-to-moment internal thought detection. 

Second, this paper proposes a novel experimental paradigm for 
attention studies by providing fine-grained annotation of internal 
thought (see Figure 1). Although post-hoc self-reports provide an 
undoubtedly useful and valid measurement of attentional state 
[32][34], they are generally associated with a predefined time 
segment, thus lacking information on the precise start and end. 
Existing methods also rely on participants’ awareness of mind 
state and perception of time, which can be subjective and error-
prone [34]. In contrast, we exploit human perception of a gradual 
blur effect to estimate the start and precisely measure the end of 
internal thought. This method generates reliable and fine-grained 
annotations for internal thought and opens new research avenues 
in human-computer interaction and neuroscience communities.  

The contributions of our work are three-fold. First, we propose 
a novel experimental paradigm for internal thought studies 
without intrusive intervention. Second, we propose the use of eye 
vergence behavior for light-weight and moment-to-moment 
detection of internal thought. Third, we conduct experimental 
evaluations to validate our experimental paradigm and evaluate 
our method for internal thought detection during video viewing. 

2 Related Work 
This study is related with prior works on gaze-based attention 
detection and the link between eye vergence and attention. 

2.1 Gaze-Based Attention Detection 
The detection of users’ attention or inattention is essential to 
intelligent interfaces. Conati et al. presented an extensive review 
on the studies that used gaze data to analyze, model and respond 
to users’ attentional states [6]. In practice, users’ inattention can 
either be overt or covert. Overt attention change denotes users 
intentionally direct visual attention to or away from the task. It is 
relatively straightforward to detect given eye tracking data. In 
contrast, detecting covert inattention, e.g. mind wandering, is 
more challenging but interesting to us.  

Most previous works focused on understanding gaze behavior 
during mind wandering and only a few explored the inverse, i.e. 
gaze-based mind wandering detection. Franklin et al. made the 
first attempt in a constrained word-by-word reading paradigm 
[13]. After that, there was a line of works investigated mind 
wandering detection based on the statistics of fixations, saccades, 
blinks, and pupil dilation. Bixler and D’Mello compared content-
dependent and -independent gaze features during natural reading 
[2]. Faber et al. recently suggested that content-independent gaze 
features with a 12s window was suitable for reading tasks [11]. 
Mills et al. extended the study to film watching [23]. Hutt et al. 
investigated interactions with an interactive tutoring system [18], 
and later on lecture viewing [17]. They also found that content-
independent gaze features performed consistently better and that 
longer windows (20-30s) were preferable for non-reading tasks.  

These studies yielded two key insights. First, small windows 
(≤10s) may contain insufficient fixation and saccade information 
for covert inattention detection [2][18] and shorter time window 
produces a lower accuracy [11][17][18]. This limitation constrains 
the moment-to-moment detection of internal thought and further 
motivates the use of eye vergence features. Second, content-
dependent features contribute little to the classification accuracy 
across reading, film, and lecture viewing [2][17][23]. Therefore, 
in this paper, we also focus on content-independent features. 

2.2 Eye Vergence and Attention 
Prior works have studied eye vergence and attention. Solé Puig et 
al. suggested that eye vergence is linked with covert spatial 
attention, where human visual attention is directed to other visual 
stimuli in peripheral vision without overt eye movement of 
orienting [36]. Please note that the focus of their study was 
visuospatial attention (i.e. the spatial shift of visual focus), rather 
than the change of cognitive focus in the current study. Lately, 
their further studies also showed that eye vergence behavior 
reflecting covert spatial attention can be used to identify children 
with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder [37]. 

In contrast to the studies on covert spatial attention, two recent 
psychological studies explored the link between eye vergence and 
internal cognition, which well supports our idea of vergence-
based internal thought detection. Walcher et al. found that 
internally directed cognition leads to increased variability in eye 
vergence in a letter-by-letter reading task [41]. Benedek et al. 
showed a higher variability and smaller eye vergence during 
internally directed cognition in anagram and sentence generation 
tasks [1]. However, unlike this study, their objective was to 



  

 

 

investigate behavioral patterns during deliberate (rather than 
spontaneous) internal cognition, and they did not perform 
automatic detection. Further, their methods also required extended 
observation of gaze behavior over 20-30s. 

3 Internal Thought Detection in the Conceptual 
Space of Attention 

According to the attentional framework described by D’Mello [7], 
attention to visual material can take three major forms (see also 
Figure 2): (1) focused attention: users completely focus on one 
part of the visual task, e.g. the lecturer in video; (2) alternating 
attention: users switch attention between different parts of the 
visual material, e.g. between the lecturer and the notes on board; 
and (3) divided attention: users attend to visual information and 
meanwhile process the narration. When attention shifts away from 
the visual task, it can be either overtly distracted or covertly 
shifted to internal thoughts. We aim to identify shifts of attention 
from the visual task (i.e. external stimuli) to internal thought. 

Christoff et al. proposed a conceptual space of internal 
thoughts that includes goal-directed thought, creative thinking, 
mind wandering, dreaming and rumination [5]. The most well-
studied topic is mind wandering detection, generally defined as 
task-unrelated thought [35] or perceptually decoupled thought 
[31]. However, knowing when users have dived into a task-related 
thought and stopped receiving external messages is similarly 
important for an intelligent system to provide effective 
interventions. Therefore, our goal is to detect attention shift from 
the visual material to the general scope of internal thoughts.  

There are two points worth noting: (1) externally and 
internally directed thoughts often co-occur [9][34]. As such, we 
aim to only detect the period when the focus of attention is shifted 
from the visual task to internal thought. (2) Attention shift in this 
paper refers to the shift from external visual task to internal 

thought. It is different from the covert attention shift [10][36], 
which refers to a spatial shift of visual attention. Previous studies 
have relied on long-term observations of various eye movement 
characteristics to infer users’ attention [11][17][18], however, 
such characteristics often have inextricable links with multiple 
factors, including human intention and interface layout. In 
contrast, we believe eye vergence behavior can be more indicative 
of attention and robust to biases. Therefore, we exploit eye 
vergence for moment-to-moment detection of internal thought.  

4 Automatic Detection of Internal Thought 
Vergence refers to movements where the eyes move in opposite 
directions [39]. Focusing on a close object makes the eyes rotate 
towards each other (converge), while focusing on a distant object 
makes the eyes rotate away from each other (diverge).  

We develop two groups of vergence features: The first is 
extracted from pairs of left and right eye gaze estimates, while the 
second is extracted from fixations. The pair-based vergence 
features are extracted by identifying all valid gaze point pairs in 
the time window, and then calculating the mean and standard 
deviation (SD) of their distances and angles. 

To calculate the fixation-based vergence features, we first 
resample eye tracking data at a fixed frame rate (60FPS) and filter 
it [4]. We then detect fixations using dispersion-threshold 
identification (I-DT) algorithm [28]. We use a duration threshold 
of 80ms [15] and a dispersion threshold of 80 pixels (≈1º in our 
experimental setting). We measure the disparity and angle 
between the centroids of the fixation points for the left and right 
eye. Similarly, we extract the minimal bounding circles for the 
corresponding gaze points and calculate their center distance and 
angle. Additionally, we included the center distance normalized 
by the sum of the radii of the bounding circles. 

 

Figure 2. Conceptual space of users’ attention to the visual task. We aim to identify attention shift from the visual task (i.e. 
external stimuli) to internal thought. We also highlight some of the gaze-based studies in the figure. 



  
 

 
 

Although the disparity in screen coordinates between the gaze 
estimates of the left and right eyes provides a direct vergence 
representation, the distance to the screen can delineate the visual 
focus more precisely. We use a simplified model (see Figure 3) 
extended from Kudo et al.’s work [20] to approximate the visual 
focus displacement from the screen as 

 

𝑑 =
𝐸 ∙ 𝐷/(𝑃𝐷 − 𝐸), divergence
	𝐸 ∙ 𝐷/(𝑃𝐷 + 𝐸), convergence 

 
where 𝐷 is eye-to-screen distance, 𝑃𝐷 denotes pupillary distance 
and 𝐸 = 𝛽 𝒈9 − 𝒈: ;  indicates gaze disparity in the world 
coordinate, which is transformed from gaze disparity 𝒈9 − 𝒈: ; 
in the screen coordinate to the world coordinate by a constant 
𝛽 (=0.283). Please note that 𝑑  is positive in divergence and 
negative in convergence. 

Table 1 summarizes all features used in this work, including 
the proposed vergence features and those used in prior works. In 
total, we extracted 120 features. The shaded features (classic 
feature set) are adapted from previous works and mainly cover 
fixations, saccades, and blinks [2][11][17][18][23]. Following 
their methods, the bold attributes (i.e. fixation duration, saccade 
duration, length and velocity, angle between saccades) use 
multiple descriptive statistics as features, including mean, 
standard deviation, median, min, max, range, kurtosis, and 
skewness. Different from studies that were only interested in the 
overall movement of both eyes, we extract saccadic features 
(duration, length, velocity, and angles) separately for each eye to 
capture different oculomotor behaviors between left and right eye. 
In addition, as our goal is moment-to-moment detection with a 
window no longer than 1s, most of our new features use only 
mean and SD. Finally, since we aim for a user-independent model 
that needs to generalize to completely unknown users, within-
participant feature normalization is not performed. 

5 Annotating Fine-Grained Internal Thought 
Ground truth of internal thought is challenging to obtain. A 
related line of work is mind wandering annotation. Existing 
experimental paradigms are either probe-caught [2][17][18][27] 
[40] or self-caught [11][23][27][34]. Probe-caught paradigms 
interrupt participants intermittently during or upon the completion 
of a task to acquire their experience. However, it can be 

ambiguous whether a mind wandering episode that ends shortly 
before the probe should be counted or not; participants’ sense of 
time can also affect self-report reliability. Besides, it is almost 
impossible for existing paradigms to mark the start and end of 
mind wandering. That is, even if the participant is accurately 
aware of his/her own mind wandering, existing paradigms can 
only make a coarse-grained annotation as to whether mind 
wandering occurred during the time window.  

In contrast, self-caught paradigms require participants to 
consciously reflect upon their experience. This alleviates the 
annotation precision problem, as it gives an approximation of the 
end. However, while mind is wandering, people react relatively 
slowly [22][40], and there is a high delay uncertainty between the 
report time and the end of the mind wandering episode. Moreover, 
people often fail to notice their mind wandering at all [34]. 
Likewise, probe-caught and self-caught annotations for internal 
thought suffer from the same problems. 

5.1 Experimental Paradigm for Annotation 
To address some of these limitations, we propose a new 
experimental paradigm for fine-grained internal thought 
annotation. This paradigm allows us to assess internal thought 
behavior in a more fine-grained manner and yields clean data for 
training internal thought detection methods. The key idea is to 
blur the visual stimulus (e.g. a video, document or webpage) 
gradually and periodically at random intervals of 10-20s (see 
Figure 4). Participants were instructed to click or press a key once 
they notice the blur effect, which immediately deblurs the 
stimulus. We specifically opted for gradual blurring because a 

 
Figure 3. A simplified model for displacement estimation 
between visual focus and screen surface.  

Type Feature description 

Vergence 
and 

distance 
(17) 

Disparity of gaze point pairs (mean, SD); gaze focus 
distance from screen (mean, SD) 
Disparities of gaze point sets – centroid distance; center 
distance of minimal bounding circles; and center distance 
over sum of radii 
Direction/angle of gaze point pairs (mean, SD); and their 
mean centroid and center angles  
Distance between eyes and screen; pupillary distance 
(mean, SD) 

Fixation 
(13) 

Radii of minimal bounding circles 
Duration of fixation; fixation duration and total number 
over the window 
Duration ratio of fixation over saccade  

Saccade      
(86) 

Duration, length, and velocity of Saccades; duration 
and total number over the window 
Angles in degrees between saccades relative to the x-
axis and to the previous saccade 
Proportion of horizontal saccades with angles of [-30º, 
30º] relative to the x-axis 

Blink (4) Duration of blink (mean, SD); blink duration and total 
number over the window 

The bold features use multiple descriptive statistics, including mean, standard 
deviation (SD), median, min, max, range, kurtosis, and skewness. Numbers in 
brackets indicate the number of features.  
Table 1. Gaze features used in our evaluations. Shaded cells 
are features described in prior works [2][11][17][18][23]. 



  

 

 

sudden blurring can be visually salient and disrupt an ongoing 
internal thought. To generate the blur effect, we used a Gaussian 
kernel with an aperture size of 15 pixels and with the Gaussian 
standard deviation, 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎 , defined by a linear function of the 
time in seconds, 𝑡, elapsed from the blur beginning, i.e. 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎 =
𝛼 ∙ 𝑡, where α is a factor of blurring speed. 

5.2 Identifying Start and End of Internal Thought 
To identify the start and end of internal thought, we aimed to 
investigate two hypotheses: 

H1: Users who are visually on-task can perceive the gradual 
blur effect consistently when it reaches the degree (i.e. 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑎 =
𝛼 ∙ 𝑇E) that corresponds to the discrimination time 𝑇E.  

H2: After attention shifts from the visual task to internal 
thought, users may fail to notice the blur effect. Therefore, their 
time to deblur, 𝑇EFGHIJ, is slower and greater than 𝑇E. 

The key idea is that there is a discrimination time, 𝑇E , by 
which the blur effect should be so obvious that users who are 
visually on-task can notice it immediately, and thus click to deblur 
visual stimulus. Since deblur action only happens if the participant 
is visually on-task, it marks the end of internal thought. While 
𝑇EFGHIJ ≤ 𝑇E  may be mainly due to the inability of the eye to 
discriminate small amounts of blur, 𝑇EFGHIJ > 𝑇E  may imply 
attention shift to internal thought. In other words, 𝑇E provides a 
conservative start of internal thought. Participants’ reaction time 
is also factored into this paradigm. Based on the human reaction 
speed reported in prior studies [22][40], a small response time 
𝑇J=0.3s is included just before the deblur action is triggered (see 
Figure 4). Given this paradigm, the period of internal thought is 

annotated from 𝑇E  after the blur effect begins, to 𝑇J  before the 
deblur moment as shown in Figure 4. Our paradigm is therefore 
able to provide a conservative estimate for internal thought at a 
fine-grained resolution. 

6 Understanding Perception of Gradual Blurring 
We first investigated hypothesis H1. We studied the dominant 
factor for blur perception and deblur action to determine the 
discrimination time 𝑇E . Throughout our experiments, we used 
lecture video as visual material, as online lecture viewing can be a 
good use case for internal thought detection [18][26].  

6.1 Experiment Setting  
Human blur perception is affected by multiple factors, including 
scene motion, luminance, depth, and screen attributes [42]. Since 
screen attributes in real use are a factor we can hardly control and 
the depth of video stimuli on screen is rather consistent, we focus 
on remaining factors, i.e. blurring speed, motion, and luminance. 

For simplicity, we studied deblur actions under three 
conditions for each factor. Specifically, we evaluated three levels 
of blurring speed: fast (𝛼 = 2), medium (𝛼 = 1), and slow (𝛼 =
0.5 ). We extracted three scene motion levels from our video 
stimuli: small (only lecture slides were shown), medium (a small 
window in the corner of the screen showed the lecturer; the rest of 
the screen showed the slides), and large (the screen showed the 
lecturer, as in Figure 4). We also adjusted the pixel intensity of the 
videos to obtain three levels of luminance: dark (-50), normal (no 
change), and bright (+50).  

We recruited 11 participants for this blur perception 
experiment (seven female; mean age: 27.2, SD: 4.4). Participants 
have seated about 60 cm away from the monitor in a comfortable 
posture without using a chin rest. We used a 22” monitor at 1680
×1050 resolution to display the stimuli in full-screen mode and a 
Tobii EyeX remote eye tracker recording binocular gaze at around 
60 FPS. The eye tracker was carefully calibrated before each 
session to ensure binocular tracking performance. The accuracy of 
this eye tracker is around 0.6° and 0.9° in the x- and y-direction, 
respectively, and its precisions in both direction are around 0.9° 
[12]. Participants were instructed to stay focused and click to 
deblur the video as soon as they perceived the blur effect, which 
was generated randomly after 2-5s from the beginning of each 
video clip. In total, we prepared 22 video clips (eight of small 
motion, six of medium, and eight of large), each of which lasted 
for 10s. With the combinations of different luminance degrees and 
blurring speeds, this experiment took 33 min per participant.  

6.2 Validating H1 about Discrimination Time  
We plot the probability distributions of deblur actions of all the 
participants under different conditions of blurring speed, motion, 
and luminance. Figure 5 shows their conditional probability mass 
functions. As expected, blurring speed highly affects the deblur 
action. In general, fast blurring speed results in a quick deblur. 
Slow speed leads to fatter tails and greater variability, while the 

 

Figure 4. Experimental paradigm for fine-grained internal 
thought annotation. Participants watched a video which 
blurs gradually at random intervals. They were instructed to 
click and deblur the video once they noticed the blur effect. 
Being visually on-task leads to a quick deblur. In contrast, 
attending to internal thought may cause ignorance of the 
blur effect and thus yield a slow deblur. Excluding the time 
for visual discrimination and reaction gives a conservative 
internal thought duration. 

 



  
 

 
 

medium and fast have much narrower shapes. The deblur 
probabilities of fast and medium speeds peak at 1s and 1.2s, and 
the clear majority of the actions were completed before 1.5s. 
Based on this finding, we used the medium blurring speed (𝛼 =
1) in our following experiment because it produced a consistent 
deblur pattern with acceptable variability across participants and 
posed less salient visual impact than fast blurring speed. 

It is interesting to see that scene motion and luminance do not 
obviously affect deblur actions. The curves in Figure 5 (b) and (c) 
significantly overlap. This further indicates that it is very likely 
that people who are visually on-task can perceive the blur effect 
and trigger deblur action within 1.5s under medium blurring 
speed. Excluding the reaction time 𝑇J (=0.3s) gives us 𝑇E=1.2s. 

This experiment corroborates H1: that users visually on-task 
can perceive the blur effect within a consistent time. It also 
provides evidence to determine the discrimination time 𝑇E, which 
relates to the start and end of internal thought. 

7 Detecting Internal Thought in Video Viewing 
This section presents our investigation on hypothesis H2 and then 
the classification performance of internal thought.  

7.1 Experiment Procedure 
A common lecture timespan is around 50-60 min. Therefore, we 
prepared six video clips for this experiment, each of which lasted 
for 10 min. As discussed previously, different types of scenes do 
not affect blur perception much. We thus simplified the scene 
types. Three video clips contained only the slides view, while the 
other three showed the view in lecture room. To increase the 
chance of capturing sufficient data of spontaneous internal 
thought, our videos were chosen to be challenging to follow: the 
topics were difficult, such as Riemann Hypothesis and Fermat's 
Last Theorem, and we also slowed down the video clips to 85% of 
the original speed. Our post-experiment interview confirmed that 
participants indeed found difficulty to visually attend to these 
videos and their minds wandered frequently. 

We recruited 24 participants (12 female; mean age: 25.6, SD: 
3.1) for this experiment, and used the same experiment setting as 

previous experiment. We recorded screen video as well as facial 
video using a webcam mounted on the monitor. Due to the 
decrease of eye tracking accuracy near screen edges [12], we 
placed the video stimulus in the center of the screen with a size of 
18.1 cm by 10.2 cm, which is the default size of YouTube video 
in our setting. Participants were allowed to sit freely but 
recommended to avoid significant head movements.  

7.2 Validating H2 about Actual Deblur Time 
Interestingly, there were many slow deblur actions (𝑇EFGHIJ>𝑇E 
=1.5s) during video viewing. This verifies our hypothesis H2 that 
people who attend to internal thought fail to notice the blur effect 
and delay the deblur. Figure 6 presents the histogram of deblur 
time 𝑇EFGHIJ  across participants. We see that 𝑇EFGHIJ  has a 
bimodal distribution, which is illustrated by the orange and green 
dashed lines. There is a clear peak near 1s. This is in accordance 
with the conditional probability mass functions (see Figure 5) 
when participants were visually on-task. The other peak is at 
around 2.5s, which is likely to reflect the deblur distribution 
during internal thought. Since these two peaks are close to each 
other and suggest two highly overlapping distributions, to obtain 
reliable annotated data, we only assume that a long 𝑇EFGHIJ  is 
indicative of internal thought but not the other way around. 

 

Figure 5. Probability mass functions of deblur actions under different (a) blurring speeds, (b) scene motions, and (c) luminance 
degrees. The scene motion and luminance do not affect the deblur action much. At a medium blurring speed, a clear majority 
of participants perceived the blur effect and triggered the deblur action within 1.5s (H1). 

 

Figure 6. Histogram of deblur time 𝐓𝐝𝐞𝐛𝐥𝐮𝐫 from the start of 
each blur effect. The bimodal distribution indicates that 
internal thoughts delay deblur actions of participants (H2). 



  

 

 

7.3 Annotating the Video Viewing Dataset 
We define three types of mental state in this study: (1) internal 
thought, (2) deliberate on-task, and (3) spontaneous on-task. The 
classification between internal thought and spontaneous on-task in 
real-use situation is our ultimate goal, however, our results show 
that collecting deliberate on-task data is beneficial for training. 

7.3.1 Annotating internal thought data. Applying our internal 
thought annotation paradigm produced 2943s of “internal 
thought” data across participants in our video viewing dataset.  

7.3.2 Annotating deliberate on-task data. We recruited 
another 16 participants (six female; mean age: 26.9, SD:2.0) and 
instructed them to view shorter editions of the six video clips (30s 
each) in complete focused attention. This produced 2880s of clean 
training data of “deliberate on-task” across participants. Although 
the deliberate data might sound artificial, it is an effective way to 
obtain clean and reliable visually on-task data and it alleviates the 
data skew issue in training, due to the scarcity of spontaneous on-
task data in our nonintrusive setting. 

7.3.3 Annotating spontaneous on-task data. We aim to obtain 
spontaneous on-task data in a nonintrusive manner. We therefore 
postulate that participants can maintain on-task for at least 1.5s 
after they refocus back on the visual task. This should be a 
plausible assumption, since the blur perception experiment 
suggests that participants can sustain attention at least for a 
discrimination time 𝑇E  (=1.5s). Besides, a close scrutiny of the 
facial video discloses that participants oftentimes were not fully 
attentive after a slow deblur action. Instead, they were in a state 
that is not completely zoned out but on the verge of focused 
attention. To reduce the ambiguity of evaluation data, we annotate 
the 1.5s period starting from a reaction time, 𝑇J, before each fast 
deblur ( 𝑇EFGHIJ ≤1.5s) action as spontaneous on-task. This 
produced 1796s of “spontaneous on-task” data across participants. 

7.4 Results of Internal Thought Detection 
We now present a quantitative evaluation of internal thought 
detection. To evaluate the effectiveness of moment-to-moment 

detection, we used sliding windows within 1s (250, 500, 750, and 
1000ms) to generate instances for training and testing. The 
resultant datasets ranged between 60000 (250ms) and 8500 
(1000ms) instances. We conducted a leave-one-participant-out 
cross-validation comparing with state of the arts [2][11][17][18].  

Given the similar nature of task, we compared our method 
with three state-of-the-art methods for mind wandering detection 
during reading [2][11], lecture viewing [17], and interacting with 
a tutorial system [18]. These methods use the shaded features in 
Table 1, though previous work did not use blink features in non-
reading tasks [17][18]. The following results are labeled by the 
classifier used to generate them: Naïve Bayes [2], Logistic [11], 
and Bayes Network [17][18]. As a baseline, we also included 
ZeroR, which always predicts the major class in training set. 

7.4.1 Classification between internal thought and deliberate 
on-task. We first investigate whether our classifier can distinguish 
between internal thought and deliberate on-task. Figure 7 (a) 
shows the F1 score of Random Forest (RF) classifier against state 
of the arts and baseline across different window sizes. Since 
ZeroR heavily depends on class distribution in training set, it can 
be susceptible to window size, which affects the number of 
instances. For example, the 250ms window leads to a very low F1 
(0.04) for ZeroR (see Figure 7 (a)). However, it is encouraging 
that all other methods are more robust to the data distribution and 
achieves significantly higher F1 scores than baseline (p<0.001). 

It is even more encouraging that only using vergence features 
performs as well as using the full feature set for RF both reach an 
average F1 score of 0.84 across different windows. This is 
significantly higher performance than that achieved by the state of 
the art (F1 around 0.68, p<0.001). Although performance tends to 
increase as window size increases, the difference is not significant 
(p=0.09 between 250ms and 1000ms). 

These results also imply that the classic features (fixations, 
saccades, and blinks) within 1s windows do not contribute much 
to performance, at least for video viewing task. Fixations, 
saccades and blinks in video viewing can be affected by numerous 
factors, such as video saliency and user intention. This suggests 

 

Figure 7. Weighted average F1 scores of the classifications (a) between internal thought and deliberate on-task and (b) between 
internal thought and spontaneous on-task. The proposed method (red dashed line) with vergence features alone can outperform 
the state of the arts and achieve moment-to-moment detection with eye information no more than 1s.  



  
 

 
 

that in natural environments using vergence features for moment-
to-moment detection is preferable and even more appropriate. 

7.4.2 Classification between internal thought and 
spontaneous on-task. The vergence features appear effective in 
distinguishing internal thought from deliberate on-task, however, 
an even more interesting question is: can the deliberate on-task 
data contribute to the discrimination between internal thought and 
spontaneous on-task? 

Similar to the previous evaluations, we performed a leave-one-
participant-out cross-validation. Specifically, on each iteration, we 
trained on the internal thought and spontaneous on-task data of the 
training participants as well as the deliberate on-task data from the 
separate group of participants, and tested on the left-out 
participant. Figure 7 (b) presents the F1 score of RF classifier with 
the vergence features against the baseline and state of the arts in 
discriminating spontaneous on-task and internal thought. 

It is encouraging that RF (only vergence) yields an obviously 
higher performance than its counterparts. It achieves an average 
F1 of 0.74, while the results of the other methods range from 0.52 
to 0.66. That is, a 12.1% improvement over the state of the art. 
Surprisingly, RF (full set) fails to perform as well as RF (only 
vergence) in this case. This is probably because the more natural 
contexts in this experiment made classic features more susceptible 
to noise. Having said that, RF (full set) with the vergence features 
still improves significantly over the baseline (p≤0.008). We also 
see that time windows do not affect the performance much. In 
general, this indicates that vergence features can effectively 
distinguish internal thought from spontaneous on-task. 
Additionally, this result also suggests the effectiveness of training 
with deliberate on-task data. 

8 Discussion 
In this work, we are the first to exploit eye vergence behavior for 
light-weight and moment-to-moment detection of internal 
thought. This technique shows promising results for internal 
thought detection during video viewing. Our evaluations 
demonstrated that our method using vergence feature alone can 
outperform existing method using fixations, saccades, and blinks.  

To acquire fine-grained annotation of internal thought and 
meanwhile maintain natural user behavior in task, we propose a 
novel experimental paradigm for annotation, which exploits 
human blur perception. We also conducted a human blur 
perception study to determine the related parameters. Compared 
with traditional self-caught and probe-caught techniques, our 
annotation paradigm estimates a conservative period of internal 
thought and it requires less intrusive user intervention, allowing 
users to sustain attention to the main task and behave more 
naturally. It therefore opens new opportunities for human 
behavioral and psychological studies on attention.  

One important property that differentiates our method from the 
state of the art is that vergence features can be extracted from a 
very small time window (1s). This allows for moment-to-moment 
detection of internal thought and thus enables fine-grained 
understanding of users’ attentive state. Taken together with the 

context of visual material, future intelligent interfaces can provide 
effective interventions to optimize memory retention, knowledge 
acquisition, and recommendation. With the rapid emergence of 
multimedia interfaces and increasing demand of understanding 
and adapting to individual users, our method provides a light-
weight solution to moment-to-moment detection of internal 
thought and thus paves the way for attention-aware applications. 

Despite these promising findings, there are still some 
limitations that we aim to address in future work. First, the eye 
tracker (Tobii EyeX) we used in our study is a consumer-grade 
tracker the same as Hutt et al. [18]. This is to study the feasibility 
of real-time attention-aware interfaces that use only affordable 
devices in real-world environments. This attempt thus alleviates 
the constraint of the expensive research-grade eye tracker as 
pointed out by Bixler and D’Mello [2]. Although EyeX gives a 
similar accuracy (offset from the true gaze point) as Tobii Pro X2-
60 as well as a reasonable precision [12] and its firmware is 
optimized for real-time interaction [16], its frame rate still limits 
the accurate detection of some saccadic behaviors. This might 
affect our comparison of using the “classic” eye movement 
features, but it is currently unavoidable as research-grade eye 
trackers are too expensive for home-use intelligent interfaces. 
Besides, since we posed no explicit constraint on the head 
movement in our experiment to maintain the natural user 
behavior, this might lead to an accuracy drop of eye tracking [24].  

In future, we plan to study vergence behavior by representation 
learning from large-scale in-the-wild data. As Solé Puig et al. 
pointed out, vergence can be affected by covert spatial attention 
[36] and we foresee that accounting for contextual information [3] 
or activities information [38] can result in a better representation 
for internal thought detection. Besides, exploring other visual 
effects in addition to blur effect for internal thought annotation 
paradigm can also be interesting especially for in-situ interactions.  

9 Conclusion 
We proposed a method for user-independent, moment-to-moment 
detection of internal thought from eye vergence behavior. It can 
detect attention shift from visual task to internal thought, and the 
other way around. We further proposed a novel experimental 
paradigm to identify the start and end of internal thought in a fine-
grained manner. Our results demonstrated the effectiveness of our 
method for moment-to-moment detection of internal thought. As 
moment-to-moment detection allows for a fine-grained 
understanding of human mental activities, our findings not only 
contribute to the fundamental study of human mental states but 
also open up new applications, e.g. in mental health. As such, we 
believe moment-to-moment detection of internal thought can be 
an indispensable component for user experience research.  
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